[ Participatory techniques in dealing with wicked problems]
1. Introduction1
Action Research is a model that promotes collaborative inquiry, reflection and dialogue.
It is a systematic investigation that informs planning and decisions (Hewit & Little, 2005:
1). It is a participatory process to valuable ends for society, grounded on a view that
people must participate and own the solutions to the problems that confront them. The
process harnesses action, reflection, theory and practice to arrive at practical solutions for
human development (Brydon-Miller, Greenwood & Maguire, 2003: 10; Reason &
Bradbury, 2001:1). Action Research is learning by doing (Obrien, 2001:1). The model is
also referred to as participatory research, collaborative inquiry, emancipatory research,
action learning and contextual action research (ibid). Wicked problems that require
partnerships to be solved provide a proper context for which to use action research,
certainly for the partners involved.
2. Development of Action research
The action research paradigm has evolved from Logical positivism that is based on the
belief in objective reality where the researcher is a passive objective actor using inductive
and deductive hypotheses derived from scientific theory. The interpretive paradigm
encompassed phenomenology, ethnography and hermeneutics. Under this paradigm,
reality is subjective – based but the researcher is still passive, objective and an expert
interpreter of the data collected during the research. In the third Paradigm of praxis the
researcher is an active participant in the research. This is Action research – the term first
coined by Kurt Lewin in 1946 involves Planning, Action and Fact finding. According to
Kurt Lewin (1946) and Eric Trist of Tavistock Institute of Human Relations decisions are
best implemented by those who help make them.
Action Research like all other approaches has pros and cons (Table 1). It is the
research context that gives one approach more relevance over another.
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of Action Research
Advantages
Disadvantages
1 Individuals affected by a situation participate Chambers (1983) avers that there is no escape
to identify solutions

from the paternalistic influence in
Participatory Action Research where a more
powerful outsider seeks to change things.
2 It is an engaging and energizing process if It is alleged to be counter cultural against
tedious, leading to zero-based thinking on conventional research due to rigor and
intractable issues and ownership of the validity concerns
solutions

Advantages (continued)

Disadvantages (continued)

3 In situations of multiple parties with each There is always the challenge of justifying the
thinking they own the issue, dialogue method to mainstream researchers
becomes essential (van Tulder, 2011: 12)
4 Action Research assists through an open Groupthink challenges by the powerful due to
dialogue to build consensus and ways for
strong collaboration to create and implement
a jointly produced position (Ainscow et al,
2006)
5 Action Research assists through an open
dialogue to build consensus and ways for
strong collaboration to create and implement
a jointly produced position
6 Action Research assists through an open
dialogue to build consensus and ways for
strong collaboration to create and implement
a jointly produced position (ibid)

power asymmetry during brainstorming
sessions

It is said to lack in methodological rigor and
technical validity which is the benchmark for
academic research

3. Action Research Process
Collaborative action research studies a wicked problem or issue by involving multiple
participants – a stakeholder dialogue, a powerful tool for change. A stakeholder dialogue
is essentially an exchange of viewpoints on current concerns, a discussion of future
interests and expectations and the development of norms (…) (van Tulder, 2011). A
stakeholder dialogue then is an organized interactive process for proactive plans by
serious, outward looking engaged participants addressing complex challenges. Action
Research involves stakeholder dialogue. When the process focuses on addressing issues
proactively, it becomes a strategic dialogue (ibid).
The process of Action Research involves problem identification, planning,
collecting data and sharing results of analysis among the participants. At the heart of the
method is to contribute to solving community problems. According to O’Brien (2001),
Action Research demands dual commitment: Study the system and concurrently work
with others to move from point A to point B, from the current to a desired future state.
All this requires that both researcher and client co-learn or co-create.
Figure 1 outlines the process of Action Research in general. It is active
triangulation. Single loop is for unsophisticated problems. Double loop is similar to
single loop with a clearly defined problem and solution, except that now researchers seek
to reform the system by questioning assumptions at the organizational level. Triple loop
addresses unconscious incompetence. It involves zero-based thinking for the individuals
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involved in the research. This is for tackling wicked problems that are complex and
difficult to define. Each loop adds a new layer to the learning and level of change sought
(see Figure 2).
In Action research theory informs practice while practice in turn sharpens theory – all this
change happening continuously. Action Research is needful when:
i.
A complex problem exists
ii. A rigid research approach is inappropriate, but rather a flexible approach is
required
iii. When people must be active participants in the research
iv.
When holistic change in required and that, quickly
In Figure 1, the action research process takes the form of Diagnosis (problem
identification), action planning (seeking alternative solutions), taking action (having
selected a course of action), evaluating the consequences of the action taken and finally
specifying the learning achieved from the process thus far. This process is useful for a
non-linear (unpredictable) problem.
Research that target a wicked problem require a flexible approach because of the
diversity of the stakeholders, interests, nationalities, suspicions, distrust and excess
baggage of past experience with each other. The stakeholders around many wicked
problems have often (1) conflicting or different interests, (2) as a consequence are often
rather hostile and full of suspicion towards each other. Action research thus also has to
build trust in the process of research in order to be successful.
Figure 1: The Action Research Process
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Identifying or defining
a problem

SPECIFYING
LEARNING
Identifying general
findings

ACTION
PLANNING
Considering
alternative courses
of action

TAKING ACTION

EVALUATING

Selecting a course
of action

Studying the consequences of
an action

Source: O’Brien, 1998 adapted from Susman, 1983
4. Types of Action Research
There are four types of the Action Research Model (Vaccarino et al, 2007:7). These are:
Traditional Action Research which is the least radical of the four; Radical Action
Research which is more focused on emancipation and was at the base of Marxist
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dialectical materialism and the push to reduce power asymmetry in society; Educational
Action research founded on the belief that educators should be actively involved in
solving societal problems and Contextual Action Research or Action Learning which
emphasizes the involvement of multiple stakeholders to address a situation with the
stakeholders acting as though they are co-researchers. The method needed for partnership
research is primarily contextual, since partnerships are strongly context dependent and
imply complex or wicked problems that are not easy (sometimes impossible) to solve.
Contextual Action Research is recognized by the following characteristics:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Reorganizing structural relations in situ among actors in a social setting
All affected stakeholders are involved in the research
Information is availed to all participants so that they all see or form the big picture or
see the issue (s) from all represented perspectives
Participants act as co-researchers and co-creators of the solution, own the solution
and thence must be better committed to seeing it successfully implemented
Change or transformation occurs by consensus among the stakeholders

Contextual Action research requires that all affected stakeholders are represented,
sometimes in iterative processes in which everyone gets to see all the responses from the
other participants and final recommendations are arrived at by processes of consensusbuilding by all the participants.
Figure 2 Action Research loops
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Triple loop learning involves iteration from single loop (one round of assessment,
decision, implementation and evaluation) through double loop (second round, first
iteration) and double loop (third round, second iteration). Each round adds new
knowledge, new learning. Action research processes thus can very well fit stakeholder
dialogue processes that are at the basis of any type of partnering process.
Single loop learning and research can be sufficient in case the problem can be directly
solved through a particular action. Problem and solution are closely related in time and
space. This is for instance the case with most technical problems (e.g. fixing a flat tire). If
you have the capabilities and the equipment to fix the tire, you (1) define the problem
(flat tire), (2) diagnose it (nail in the tire), (3) design a solution (take your tire fixing
equipment out of the closet, or ask somebody else to fix it), (4) implement it (sic) and (5)
check whether the tire holds after you inflate the tube again. In single loop learning
processes you get instant feedback on the adequacy of your solution. If you did not
master the technique of fixing the tire, you will soon find out and can do it again. In the
process you either ‘teach’ yourself quickly how to do it better, or can ask specific
questions to a tutor to improve your skills. A good tutor with single loop learning loops
will have you practice the implementation of solutions yourself. The learning process
presents a repeated attempt at the same problem; no variation of method or questioning of
the goal are needed. Change can be incremental.
Double loop learning and research follows the same sequence, but ads the
organizational level of analysis to the reflection and asks why a solution works. The
problem is well-defined (e.g. the firm makes loses) but cannot be fixed with simple
means and tools. So a higher level of understanding (problem definition) is needed. The
diagnosis cannot focus on identifying the single cause of a problem, because there are
probably many factors causing the problem. So the diagnosis phase concentrates on
distinguishing patterns and gaining insight. Theories, but also taxonomies can be helpful
in this stage. They help to classify the most important characteristics that necessitate
further study. In organizational research people start diagnosing themselves with a variety
of techniques while asking whether they ‘are doing the right things’. Researchers start
critically questioning the basic assumptions of an organization or an idea in order to
change the rules and reform the organization. The implementation and evaluation phase
focus on concrete action and impact following these changed rules and insights. Single
and double loop learning methods are often used in action research and aimed at change
at the individual (single) or the organizational level (double-loop).
Triple loop learning and research adds most context to the problem. It searches for the
basic principles behind problems that are more difficult to define in the first place. The
nature of the problem is systemic and has many levels of analysis and involves complex
and competing interests (e.g. how to deal with global warming). The diagnosis can easily
become part of a bargaining process between researchers that frame and reframe the
question. Problems and solutions are very closely related. The diagnosis includes not only
analytical, but also ethical and normative questions. The inclination to escape from
complexity and search refuge in simple ideological research is most apparent in this type
of problems. Levels of analysis interact and causes and consequences are very difficult
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to separate. Moreover, triple loop research/learning requires a greater understanding of
the impact of previous action on current problems. At the individual level this also
involves a greater understanding on how we accumulate knowledge (learning about
learning) and a deeper comprehension of why we (and others) chose to do things the way
we did. The aim is transformation of organizations, societies but also individuals.
Learning therefore involves also unlearning previous routines. Unlearning in general
involves a much more profound ‘discomfort zone’ for all actors involved than simple
learning and research processes. At the personal level different identities and even
personalities can conflict with each other. At the societal level, different interest groups
conflict. Solving triple-loop issues, therefore involves new and innovative solutions.
Triple loop learning methods are used in creative research in which researchers are
stimulated to think ‘out-of-the-box’ and come with new and innovative solutions. In
order to engage in divergent thinking, however, it is advised to first go through the
reflective twice to make sure that the problem really cannot be solved at lower levels of
sophistication. One of the problems with creative thinking is namely that people ‘reinvent
the wheel’ (nowadays a single loop learning exercise).
Table 2 Types of learning and research along the reflective cycle
1.

2.

3.

problem: When to
use

Problem definition:
Nature of the
problem
Diagnosis: Main
questions

Single loop learning
For simple issues with
causal order

Double loop learning
For complicated nonprogrammable issues

When the
answer/solution is
known
Small, technical and/or
personal

When a problem is well
defined

Triple loop learning
To innovate and create
previously unimagined
possibilities
When breakthrough
thinking is needed

Organisational

Systemic

‘are we doing things
right’

“are we doing the right
things?”

“Are we doing the right
things right?”; ‘how do
we know/decide what is
right/best? ”.
Third order change:
Transformation
Learning about learning
Principles
Unlearning and
relearning

4.

Design: Nature of
First order change:
Second order change:
change
Incremental
Reform
5. Implementation:
Following the rules
Changing the rules
Orientation
Procedures or rules
Insights and patterns
6. Implementation/
Enacting/applying
Reflection and learning,
evaluation: Type of
known
critical analysis
action
approaches/solutions
Sources: based on Wadell, 2011 and www.thorsten.org/wiki (consulted September 2011)
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